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00:14:56
jim shaffery:
Jim Shaffery from Univ. Mississippi Jackson MS.
signing in. not sure my audio is working
00:16:02
Susan Mahaffey: Hello from Little Rock. I don't have a camera.
00:24:16
LusterLindaD:
Please turn off television in background. Thank you.
00:26:04
Whit Hall:
Whit is here!! And grateful!!
00:32:15
JEWEL BANIK:
Congratulations Dr. Garcia on your retirement. We
will surely miss you. :)
00:44:30
Mark Mennemeir: Congrats to Edgar and hello to everyone else.
00:58:01
MancinoMichaelJ@uams.edu:
Congrats Dr. Garcia-Rill. Thanks for
everything!
01:06:05
jim shaffery:
Congratulations on your retirement Edgar, enjoy! I'm
not too far behind you. It has been a pleasure working with you over the years.
Sorry my microphone is out so I can't thank you for your help and input over the
years. Cheers.
01:09:52
cyates: Congrats Dr. Garcia-Rill. Thank you for all you have done
for all of your students. We appreciate you!
01:12:52
Helen Benes Kaiser:
Hi, Everyone! It's Helen who just joined
this Zoom Reception for Edgar.
01:13:37
Helen Benes Kaiser:
I'm sorry that I'm late; but of course, you
wouldn't expect anything different from me.
01:13:41
Linda Larson-Prior:
Hi Helen! I just joined too
01:14:46
Meijun.Ye:
Congratulations, Edgar. You are a wonderful mentor.
Your belief in us and encouragement are the force to help us move forward. I cannot
thank you more.
01:15:19
Meijun.Ye:
I need to leave now. I wish you will have a
wonderful new journey.
01:16:04
Linda Larson-Prior:
Hi Caris!
01:19:04
Tiffany Huitt: Congratulations Dr. Garcia-Rill! One of your lasting
legacies is certainly through your mentorship of educators. Your patience, diligence
and investment in us has inspired, supported and developed scores of new health care
professionals. Your impact will extend through generations! Thank you, we will miss
you.
01:19:36
AROD:
How can we stay in touch with Dr. Garcia? Will he be
keeping an active uams email?
01:21:52
Nancy Reese:
Edgar, I have to sign off. I wish you all the best
in this next adventure in your life. Thank you for everything.
01:23:36
Mark Mennemeir: Edgar, enjoy the next chapter in your life.
01:34:47
Caris Fitzgerald:
Congratulations on your Professor Emeritus
and Retirement!!! We are all so proud of you and thankful for your encouragement
and support over the years. There is no doubt that the Sleep Medicine patients of
Arkansas have benefitted from your influence on me personally. Much love, Caris
01:42:41
Edgar Meyer:
I have to attend another engagement as well. Though
I have only known you for a short while, Dr. Garcia-Rill, it has been great to know
you. I can certainly see from your legacy, you are an inspiration to many, and your
contributions have laid the foundation for many more who will benefit from your
work.
01:45:29
Sarah Garcia-Rill:
Hi Dad! Congratulations on your wonderful
successes and all your great friends and colleagues. I’m so proud, love you!
01:46:52
Alexis Brewer: Congratulations on your retirement and emeritus
status, Edgar! Thank you so much for everything. Your mentorship set the tone for my
entire career. I hope we can see each other while I am in Arkansas!
01:50:53
Emilie Darrigues:
I am unmute
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